Abstract

In this paper, ongoing research pursuing the distinction of online handwriting into textual and different drawing classes is described. In the context of natural pen-based interactions, users will seamlessly switch between such different input modes. Therefore, it is vital for pen input recognition systems to be able to distinguish between these cases, preferably in an early stage of processing. The method described in this paper is tested on data acquired in a multi-modal task setting where users are requested to specify shape and dimensions of bathrooms, using pen and speech. Mode detection in this context yields comparable outcomes to recent findings from the literature. The results presented here elaborate on these findings by examining the possibility to perform early recognition of input modes, so-called incremental recognition. To this end, PENDOWN as well as PENUP trajectories are being explored.

1. Introduction

This research is performed in the framework of COMIC [3], a large European project that studies multimodal interactions in design applications using pen and speech. Recent studies on multimodal interaction [8] have shown that users can perform visual-spatial tasks (like map-based navigation and design) easier, faster and with less errors using multiple modalities than in the uni-modal fashion. However, current applications are restricted to interactions where the user is constrained to a limited vocabulary [2]. In cases where pen-based command gestures can be used to control the application, users are forced to learn particular shapes for which the system is trained. Constraining the user, as in, e.g., learning the Goldberg alphabet [4], improves the system performance but is not suitable for novice users.

The main goals of COMIC are to provide the knowledge and technology for natural interactions, i.e., interactions in which the user is free to enter any kind of information, at any time. This poses serious challenges on the underlying algorithms, as they must be able to simultaneously handle multiple classes of input. In the case of pen input, these amount to textual information (words, digits, characters), drawings/sketches, command gestures, deictic gestures, etcetera. Detecting the input mode is thus vital for the success of such systems, as this allows for engaging the proper classifier, tuned for that particular mode. Research on mode detection has particularly emerged with the advent of the tablet PC, which invites users to write anywhere on the screen. With proper mode detection algorithms, this interaction paradigm can be elaborated to write anything, anywhere. Pen mode detection remains a relatively unexplored terrain. One of the few relevant papers on this topic is by Jain et al [6], which presents relatively straight-forward features based on curvature and length of PENDOWN streams (sequence of subsequent tablet coordinates with the pen on the tablet, often also called strokes) to distinguish between text and non-text.

Until now, the COMIC system relied on a system-driven dialog manager that requests the user for information in a specific mode. This enables triggering the suitable, mode-dependent recognizer, which can be tuned on the recognition of, e.g., handwriting and various kinds of drawings. As concluded in [13], the current system should be improved in at least two ways. First, the strict system-driven interaction protocol conflicts with the goal of providing natural, unconstrained interactions, like in human-human conversation. However, natural conversations require incremental processing of each user utterance in order to be able to plan the next system response. Second, users reported that their input should not be constrained to fixed duration time windows. These time windows are quite typical
in multimodal interactive systems and allow the system to determine when a user has finished generating output. Thus, in order to allow more natural conversations, early recognition is required, where inputs should be recognized as soon as possible.

As a first step toward early recognition, this paper presents ongoing research on early mode detection within the context of bathroom design. First, in the next section, a brief description of the mode-dependent recognizers for the recognition of text and drawings is given. An extensive description of the COMIC experiments and employed recognition technologies is contained in [12]. Subsequently, in Section 3, the suitability of the algorithms described in [6] for the purpose of mode detection is assessed. The obtained results are quite comparable to those from [6]. These results are further elaborated in Section 4, by discussing the possibility of incremental recognition, where it is examined whether decisions can be made by the system before the user has completed his input. Finally, preliminary findings on using PENUP streams preceding pen input will be discussed.

2. Mode-dependent recognition

In COMIC, the pen input recognition system has to deal with three different input modes, via which various objects from the domain of bathroom design can be specified: (i) drawings, (ii) textual information (measures), and (iii) deictic gestures. For “drawings”, three different objects must be recognized: walls, windows and doors. For walls and windows, several measures have to be specified (wall length, window width, window height, height of window sill). Measures are represented by digit strings (including floats) and unit descriptions, like “3.25 mtr.” The last category, “deictic gestures”, contains erasing (gestures generated with the back of the pen), encircling (indicating areas or objects of interest), tapping (indicating a particular object), and pointing gestures (indicating location or spatial relation between two points). In an exploratory study on pen-based input in design applications [9], a large data set was acquired that shows the huge variability in handwriting and drawings. In free writing conditions of textual information, users produce handwriting in vertical, diagonal, and horizontal orientations, possibly accompanied with hyphenations. In some cases, upper case characters are mixed with lower case, abbreviations, etcetera. For drawings, the ways people produce doors, windows and even walls is highly variable as well [9]. This makes pen input recognition in natural conditions a challenging issue. It would not only require to distinguish between modes, but also to solve problems such as the normalization of slant and orientation and the segmentation of multiple objects.

Data For the results discussed in this paper, the data acquired through the COMIC system with 28 users were used. Each user was requested to use pen and speech to enter layout and dimensions of three different bathroom blueprints. In the experimental set up, the system responded to each user input by rendering the recognized corresponding objects. So, if the user drew a wall (and it was recognized), the system would render a straight line. If the user would write a measure, the system would render an ascii text representation, if the user would generate an erasing gesture, the system would remove the (previously) rendered object indicated by the erasing gesture, etcetera. Figure 1 depicts a typical result from a user entering the ground plan of a bathroom.

![Typical bathroom](image.png)

**Figure 1. Typical bathroom.** Pen input is marked in green. Walls, doors, windows and measures are beautified.

As in the data acquisition process users were requested by the system to enter information in one particular mode, mode-dependent recognition is feasible in this case. For recognizing walls and textual information, the following mode-dependent recognition algorithms are employed:

- **measure recognition** The afore-mentioned exploratory study on natural input revealed that most users write measures in isolated digit sequences and that no connected script was used to connect sizes to units. Also, the vast majority of units was produced by a sequence of isolated characters. These observations made it feasible to employ straight-forward digit, character and special symbol (commas, dots, hyphenations) recognition methods to build up a string hypothesis space that subsequently was pruned by syntactic post-processing employing domain knowledge.
Trajectory- and (relative) angular features [11] were used to train dedicated multi-layered perceptrons for these purposes. The angular features make it possible to process characters independent of orientation. The pruning process removed spurious hypotheses like containing multiple dots, measures with multiple units, or measures that were obviously incorrect (too small or too large).

**Wall recognition** In most cases, wall recognition may be solved by a linear approximation of horizontal or vertical lines. However, in a large number of cases users draw multiple walls (any combination of two, three or four walls) or sketch walls in multiple movements, resulting in a wide range of variations. In order to process these irregular shapes in a robust manner, the following algorithm is employed: First a modified version is constructed of the chain code histogram (CCH) described in [5]. From this CCH the probable number of walls \((w_{exp})\) is determined. Using this value, the input is divided in \(4w_{exp}\) chain segments with equal length, to create a new chain code with \(K = 4\). Direction changes are used to determine wall corners. Spurious corners that lie on approximately the same line are merged into one wall.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to report in detail on the recognition algorithms employed for the other categories. Given the huge variability in which windows, doors, deictic and erasing gestures are produced, the recognition of these shapes is a complex issue. For the current system, dedicated recognition algorithms are employed which are based on contextual knowledge on the domain of bathroom design. For example, in order to be able to recognize the position of windows and doors, it is required that the user has first drawn the corresponding wall to which they are attached. Fortunately, our observations from unconstrained drawings justify the conclusion that this is always the case. For more details on the observed pen input repertoires in design applications, the reader is referred to [12].

### 3. Mode detection

The recognizers described in the previous section can be used in cases where it is known in advance to which mode the input belongs. The goal of this section is to set a first step toward distinguishing different input modes, after which the suitable recognizer can be engaged. As the goal is to determine in an early stage to which mode the pen input belongs, the idea is to base this method on stroke-information rather than complete shapes. To this end, the collected data were manually labeled using the transcription tool described in [13], resulting in a number of annotated PENDOWN streams. If a sample (either a wall, door, window, measure, or gesture) was generated from multiple streams, all streams belonging to the sample were individually labeled, resulting in: (i) 2610 streams belonging to 588 measures; (ii) 390 streams belonging to 336 walls; (iii) 292 streams belonging to 84 doors; and (iv) 187 streams belonging to 84 windows.

#### Approach

For distinguishing between modes, a two-step process is being employed, that is based on the recognition of PENDOWN streams. In the first step of this process, a distinction is made between walls and the other three categories. In the second step, a distinction is made between textual information and the remaining two drawing categories (doors and windows). In this paper, no distinction between deictic gestures and the other categories, nor between doors and windows is reported.

#### 3.1. Distinguishing textual information from walls

The pen streams are low-pass filtered using a FIR-Hanning filter (window size of 7). The features used to distinguish between walls and verbal information (measures) are similar to the length and curvature features described in [6]. The curvature of a stream is defined as the mean of the angular deviation from linearity of three successive pen samples:

\[
C = \frac{1}{N-2} \sum_{i=2}^{N-1} |\hat{P}_{i+1} - \hat{P}_i| - \hat{P}_{i-1}|
\]

Here, \(N\) is the number of samples of the stream, \(P_i\) and \(P_{i+1}\) are two successive coordinates, where distances between two points are not uniformly distributed. The distinctive properties of the extracted features can be observed in Figure 2.

#### Classification

Mode distinction based on these features is performed by searching proper decision thresholds between the features. Separating the two classes using the length feature alone, with a threshold at 84.82, already yields a correct classification of 97.03% of the samples. Textual information can be detected with high accuracy (99.77%), whereas wall streams are detected with 78.72% accuracy. Separating the two classes using the single curvature feature, with a threshold at 0.0572, yields an overall 92.03% correct classification. In this case, 94.98% of the textual information and 72.30% of the walls are recognized correctly. The correlation between these two features is low: 0.29. So, by constructing a simple non linear decision boundary as shown in Figure 2, the classification results can be improved:
98.13% of the streams are correctly classified (99.62% of the measures and 89.21% of the wall streams).

3.2. Distinguishing textual information from doors and windows.

The same length and curvature features as described above have been extracted from streams belonging to doors and windows. As can be deduced from Figures 2 and 3, window and door samples overlap considerably with textual information. If the same decision boundary is employed, 82.53% of the door streams and 89.30% of the window streams are classified within the textual cluster.

Distinguishing between measures and doors or windows using these simple features is thus hard. This is due to the fact that a door or a window is most often generated using two short streams, each indicating an edge. These pen gestures are similar to horizontal or vertical streams as observed in, e.g., “1”, “7”, “t”, “l”, etcetera.

In order to separate windows and doors from measures, a contextual clue from the application is used. In schematic drawings from bathroom ground plans, doors and windows very often intersect with walls (see for example Figure 1). In fact, 39.90% of the doors and 70.1% of the windows streams intersect a wall. This is in contrast with 0.42% for the measures. Knowing that some object intersects a wall, may thus be a valuable clue for distinguishing between measures and drawings. As this “intersection” feature is quite rigid, the distance between a stream (measure, window or door) to a wall is used here. By using a proper distance threshold (e.g., 2, 7 or 10 pixels), the obtained percentage of correct classification are depicted in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>distance</th>
<th>doors</th>
<th>windows</th>
<th>measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>45.21</td>
<td>81.28</td>
<td>99.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>78.42</td>
<td>93.58</td>
<td>95.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>82.88</td>
<td>95.19</td>
<td>89.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Recognition results (percentage) for different distance thresholds.

From these results it can be concluded that even relatively simple features such as curvature and length can be used to distinguish walls from handwriting, but that in order to separate handwriting from more complex samples (like doors or windows), either more advanced features need to be explored, or contextual information as described here must be used.

4. Incremental pen mode detection

This section explores the possibility to perform early mode detection in the context of bathroom design applications. Two approaches are being considered. The first pursues incremental recognition based on the length and curvature features described above. The second approach explores PENUP streams with the goal to detect modes even before the user touches the tablet.
4.1. Early pen-down stream analysis

As a first study in early mode detection, we have explored how much information is required to be able to distinguish walls from textual information. Not much work has been done on this approach of incremental recognition [10]. The same length and curvature features as described above were employed to distinguish pen streams, but now the (temporal) length of samples to be compared was varied. The research question reads: “After how many milliseconds can it be decided (with a precision of $\rho\%$), that the user is drawing a wall and is not writing a measure?”.

To this end, a number of trajectories with a variable duration were generated and the length and curvature features (using similar decision boundaries as presented above) were used to distinguish the different modes. The obtained results are presented in Figure 4. For example, for $\rho=80\%$, the required duration is 1278ms. The majority (74.6 %) of the walls has a much longer duration than this threshold, which means that incremental recognition is successful here. If a higher precision is required, a longer trajectory has to be considered. For example, for $\rho=85\%$, a temporal length of 1487ms is required. Please note that this is still an significant advantage as 65.6% of the walls need more than this duration to be completed.

![Figure 4. Stream-based incremental recognition of walls and measures. For smaller duration streams, many wall subsegments are wrongly classified as measure.](image)

4.2. Pen-up streams recognition

Like many other digitizing tablets, the Wacom Cintiq 15X LCD digitizer is able to record the pen trajectories closely above ($\approx 1$ cm) the tablet. The idea is that by considering the trajectory of the pen above the tablet, predictions can be made about whether the writer starts writing textual information or whether the writer starts drawing. We have not found many references in the literature about the use of PENUP streams for early recognition purposes. Furthermore, in those cases where PENUP trajectories are considered, the trajectories between characters (ligatures) are used to improve recognition and not the trajectories preceding PENDOWN.

In our first naive explorations of preceding PENUP streams for mode detection, we have considered the afore-mentioned features curvature and length and a velocity feature. The velocity feature seems promising as it may be expected that when users start drawing walls with the pen (mostly straight lines), the velocity is higher than when they start writing text. Although it appears that these features do not distinguish at all between the classes, by considering a contextual clue, some first results are obtained. As explained above (see Figure 1), users inputed their information on a drawing canvas that displayed a grid. It appeared that when subjects where drawing walls, the majority would follow this grid. This is an important finding from the human factors studies reported in [12] that provides another clue for recognition.

Figure 5 plots all acquired walls produced by the 28 subjects. As can be observed, the original grid is apparently an attractor for human subjects. By computing the distance of the considered pen streams to the grid lines, a distinction can be made between walls and other classes. The percentage of wall PENUP streams close between 0 to 4 pixels from the grid is 75.37%. The percentage of PENUP streams belonging to measures that lie further than 5 pixels from the grid, is 58.01 %. Although these preliminary results are encouraging, we are currently exploring more features to improve these results.

![Figure 5](image)

5. Conclusion

The application domain of interactive design provides a rich testbed in which handwriting, drawings and deictic gestures are combined. It was discussed that being able to distinguish between these modes in an early stage of processing is important for activating the proper mode-dependent recognition algorithm. This paper presents our first results on mode detection of different pen input categories. Based on relatively simple length and curvature features described elsewhere in
the literature, textual categories and drawing categories were distinguished. With respect to incremental recognition based on these same features, promising results have been obtained, in particular for the early detection of walls. Contextual clues provided by the application improve the recognition of particular objects, like windows and doors and make it feasible to predict the intention of users, even before the user has positioned the pen down on the writing surface.

As incorporating context makes our approach less generalizable to other domains, we are currently exploring different features to be extracted from PENUP streams, for the goal of early mode detection. It is our belief that the exploration of PENUP trajectories and early PENDOWN streams will become an important new challenge for the handwriting recognition community. Solving this problem will enable pen-based recognition systems equipped with technologies that support write anything, anywhere.
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